Interparliamentary Committee Meeting: Democratic Accountability of the Internal Security Strategy and the Role of Europol, Eurojust and Frontex

Wednesday 5 October from 15.00 to 18.30 and Thursday 6 October from 9.00 to 12.30, 2011
European Parliament, Brussels, Hemicycle, Paul-Henri Spaak (PHS)

Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs
The EP Directorate for Relations with National Parliaments

LANGUAGE VERSIONS OF THE PROGRAMME
(can be accessed by changing the language of the webpage)

OPENING SESSION
FRAMING AN INTERNAL SECURITY STRATEGY BY PRESERVING FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS AND GRANTING THE DEMOCRATIC ACCOUNTABILITY


Council conclusions on the Commission communication on the European Union internal security strategy in action 3071st JUSTICE and HOME AFFAIRS Council meeting, Brussels, 24 and 25 February 2011


DT\85657 and DT\856573 European Parliament Working Documents on the European Union’s internal security strategy, 2010/2308(INI), Rapporteur: Rita Borsellino

14614/11 Report to the European Parliament and national Parliaments on the proceedings of the Standing Committee on operational cooperation on internal security (COSI) for the period January 2010 - June 2011
SESSION I
ASSESSING, PREVENTING AND FIGHTING ORGANISED CRIME AND TERRORISM: THE ROLE OF EUROPOL AND ITS COOPERATION WITH NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION


Final Report of the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs on Organised crime in the European Union 2010/2309(INI), Rapporteur Sonia Alfano

Europol, the European law enforcement agency

Europol TE-SAT 2011 EU Terrorism Situation and Trend Report

Europol OCT 2011 EU Organised Crime Threat Assessment

General Report on Europol’s activities 2010

13516/11 Europol Work Programme 2012

Council Conclusions on Counter-Terrorism, 3109th General Affairs Council meeting Brussels, 12 September 2011

10622/1/11 REV 1, EU Counter-Terrorism Coordinator: EU Counter-Terrorism Strategy - Discussion paper

SESSION II
BUILDING A EUROPEAN JUDICIAL SPACE INTERTWINED WITH THE NATIONAL JUDICIAL SPACES: THE ROLE OF EUROJUST

Eurojust, the European Union's Judicial Cooperation Unit

Eurojust Annual Report 2010 (Language versions available)


COM(2011)0327 Strengthening mutual trust in the European judicial area – a Green Paper on the application of EU criminal justice legislation in the field of detention (Language versions available)
SESSION III
PROTECTING THE EU BORDERS AND STRENGTHENING THE EUROPEAN SOLIDARITY AND SCHENGEN COOPERATION: THE ROLE OF FRONTEX


COM(2011)0559 Amended proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the establishment of an evaluation and monitoring mechanism to verify the application of the Schengen acquis, (Language versions available), 2010/0312 (COD)


COM(2011)0561 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on Schengen governance - strengthening the area without internal border control, (Language versions available), COD/2011/0242

CLOSING SESSION
FITTING ALL TOGETHER: HOW NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS AND THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT CAN STRENGTHEN THEIR MUTUAL COOPERATION AND THE OVERSIGHT OVER THE AGENCIES

Studies by the Policy Department C
The EU Internal Security Strategy, the EU Policy Cycle and the Role of (AFSJ) Agencies - Promise, Perils and Pre-requisites 06/2011 (EN, FR, DE, ES, IT)

"Implementation of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and its Impact on EU Home Affairs Agencies (Frontex, Europol and the European Asylum Support Office)", 08/2011 (EN)

Parliamentary Oversight of Security and Intelligence Agencies in the EU 10/2011 (EN)

Executive summaries
BG, CS, DA, DE, EL, EN, ES, ET, FI, FR, HU, IT, LT, LV, MT, NL, PL, PT, RO, SK, SL, SV